EuroBSDcon 2009
September 18-20
Cambridge, UK

Talks: A new malloc(3) for OpenBSD, Compiling a v4l DVB driver for FreeBSD, Role Based Access Control, Network event kit, PC-BSD - Making FreeBSD on the Desktop mainstream reality, Faster Packets: Performance Tuning in the OpenBSD network stack, FreeBSD kernel protection measures against SMTP DDoS attacks, FreeBSD in a Complex Environment, Towards a fully correct SMB/SMB2 stack for freebsd, ISC *BSD at the core of the Internet, Journal FFS with WAPBL, 100km@36Mb/s, or Long Distance Wifi, NetBSD LVM, Wireless mesh networks under FreeBSD, Profiling and Debugging the FreeBSD Kernel, mfsBSD, pfSense 2.0 and beyond, finstall, 20,000 Ports Under The Hood, FreeBSD and Isilon, porting HPC tools to freebsd, The pkgsrc wrapper framework, Complexity Attacks and Ipfw, FreeBSD 8.0, experiences of Google Summer of Code and much more!

find out more: http://2009.EuroBSDcon.org

Tutorials: Kirk McKusick’s Guide to FreeBSD
Building your Network with PF
SCTP Tutorial & Workshop

EXOnetrix
Google
DragonFlyBSD
NetBSD

£180 individuals (before 2nd Sep)